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2In the non-Abelian generalizations one must rst x the group transformation law for the collective variables and
the covariance properties of the equations, which now may number more than four, and cannot be comprised solely
in energy-momentum conservation. An obvious additional equation is the (covariant) conservation equation for the
non-Abelian current, but the relation of this current to the collective variables needs to be established.
Our constructions begin by postulating collective variable Lagrangians that are invariant against space-time trans-
lations and internal symmetry transformations. Thus energy-momentum conservation and current conservation are
assured by Noether's theorem, while the Euler-Lagrange equations describe the temporal evolution of the collective
variables. In the Section II we review the Lagrangian as well as other aspects of nonrelativistic and relativistic Abelian
uids. This is done to motivate and contrast our non-Abelian constructions, which we develop in Sections III and IV.
Derivations are postponed to the Appendices; in the text only results are presented and discussed.
II. REVIEW OF ABELIAN FLUIDS











where our coordinates are x

= (ct; r). The various quantities are dened as
j









and V is a -dependent potential that gives rise to the force. (In the usual theory, V depends only on , but we
allow dependence on derivatives of  as well.) The canonical 1-form is determined by the rst contribution to L while





  V term. Specically, variation of v shows that v is given by the Clebsch
parametrization [4]
v = r + r : (6)
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 + v  r) = 0
(7)



















dr V is just the Euler-Lagrange derivative of V .) The Euler equation (2) then follows by taking the gradient of













P = v : (11)
These satisfy continuity equations as a consequence of (or equivalent to) (1) and (2).
Interaction with electromagnetic elds is accommodated by including the Maxwell Lagrange density and adding




becomes the electromagnetic current. This gives rise to the
Lorentz force in the Euler equations, thereby producing magnetohydrodynamics. Note that in this model the mass
density moves with the same velocity as the charge density as is seen by inspecting P and j.










 (t; r) (12)
where the wave function is presented as





The imaginary part of (12) reproduces the continuity equation (1), when r is identied as the velocity v, with





r become v. The real part of (12) gives the



















The Euler equation (2) follows by taking the gradient of the Bernoulli equation.














The canonical 1-form is as in the nonrelativistic case (4)-(5) and now j
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f(n) encodes the dynamics; for the free theory f(n) = n c
2
. Variations of ,  and  still produce equations (1) and














where dash denotes dierentiation with respect to the argument of the function. We call (17) the relativistic Bernoulli








































, it vanishes by (7) when projected on u

. Thus there





































(n) = 0 : (19)
It is easy to show that in the nonrelativistic limit, with













+ V (n) ; (22)
the Lagrange density (15) passes to (3) (apart from an irrelevant term  c
2
) and the spatial component of (19)
reproduces the Euler equation (2).
The energy-momentum tensor for (15) reads, after a
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4The rst term on the right vanishes by the virtue of the continuity equation (1) and the second vanishes by the
relativistic Euler equation (19); or vice versa: since the two terms in (24) are linearly independent (the rst is parallel
to u

and the second is orthogonal to it), conservation of T

implies (1) and (19). Relativistic magnetohydrodynamics
is achieved, as in the nonrelativistic case, by adding the electrodynamical potential to a

.
Finally we record one fact, which we shall use below, about the alternative, Lagrange, formulation of uid mechanics.
Here one describes the uid with co-moving coordinates X(t;x) where x is a (continuously) varying particle label. It
may be chosen to coincide with X at t = 0. The relation between Euler and Lagrange variables is the following. For
the density we have
(t; r) =
Z
dx Æ (X(t;x)  r) (25)
which is normalized to unity at t = 0. (The integral and the Æ-function follow the dimensionality of space.) Evidently,
in the course of the x integral, the Æ-function evaluates x at an expression (t;x) such that X(t; (t; r)) = r; i.e., 

























X(t;x)Æ (X(t;x)  r) : (28)
A simple calculation shows that the density  and current j = v dened by these equations satisfy the continuity





, and performing the corresponding x integral; we shall not need this here.]
III. NON-ABELIAN MODELS BASED ON A PARTICLE SUBSTRATUM
A. Non-Abelian current








The conventional formula for the current of a single, non-Abelian point particle, moving in a 4-dimensional space-
time ft; rg, along a space-time path X
















( )  ct)Æ(X( )   r) : (29)
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 ) = 0 (31)











































(;x) = 0 (33)
5[Notice that, since we replace a sum over n with an integral over x, Q
a
(;x) is now a charge density.] The parametriza-
tion may be xed at X
0




































(t;x) = 0 (35)
Observe that just as in the Abelian case discussed above, the x integration evaluates x at (t; r), the inverse of X,








is just the Abelian charge density  [see (26) ]. Thus

a





(t; r) = Q
a

























(t;x)Æ (X(t;x)   r) (39)







(t; r) + v(t; r)  rQ
a




















= 0 : (41)
This is analogous to the Abelian equations (7). Equations (40) and (41) can be understood from the fact that the
covariantly conserved current (30) factorizes according to (37) into a group variable Q
a
and a conserved Abelian
current j

. Consistency of (1), (30) and (37) then enforces (41).
We recognize that formulas (32) and (34) are the non-Abelian version of the Lagrange variable { Euler variable
correspondence [see (25) and (28)]. Also, (35), (40) and (41) are the eld generalizations of the particle Wong equation
(31), with (35) being presented in the Lagrange formalism and (40), (41) in the Euler formalism. The decomposition
of the non-Abelian current in (37) is the non-Abelian version of the Eckart decomposition (16) [2]. Indeed, (37) may








(t; r) ; (42)
In the remainder of Section III, we are guided in our construction of a dynamical model for non-Abelian uid
mechanics and \color" hydrodynamics by the above properties of the non-Abelian current, which follow from the very
general arguments, based on a particle picture for the substratum of a uid. In Section IV we present a dierent
model, based on a eld theoretic uid substratum.
B. A Model for non-Abelian Color Hydrodynamics








































is an Abelian vector eld (current) which can also be decomposed as in (16)
j
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whose dynamics is provided by L
gauge
. K is a xed,
constant element of the Lie algebra. The rst term in L contains the canonical 1-form for our theory and determines
the canonical brackets, while f(n) describes the uid dynamics. The theory is invariant under gauge transformations












































must be covariantly conserved. To satisfy the general
arguments of Section IIIA, j

must be divergenceless and then the Wong equation (41) will follow. In Appendix A we
show that both conservation laws are a consequence of invariance of the action with respect to variations of the group
element g; arbitrary variations of g lead to covariant conservation of J

(30) while the particular variation Æg = gK
ensures that j

is conserved (1). Therefore the Wong equation (41) is also a consequence.
Thus our model reproduces all the equations satised by the current that were established in Section IIIA from
general principles. Indeed the canonical (rst) term of the Lagrangian (45) is like a Kirillov-Kostant 1-form, which
has been previously used to give a Lagrangian for the point particle Wong's equation (31) [9]. Moreover, as we show















It remains to derive the Euler equation. This is accomplished by varying j
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The left side is as in (19) while the right side describes the non-Abelian Lorentz force acting on the charged uid.
7Apart from the gauge eld contribution, the energy-momentum tensor for the Lagrange density (45) is the same as





















Just as in the Abelian case, the divergence of T

entails two independent parts: one proportional to u

and the

























































Thus energy-momentum conservation reproduces Abelian current conservation (1) and the non-Abelian Euler force
equation (56), but the Wong equation (41) has to be enforced additionally. This is achieved by our Lagrangian (45).
We record the nonrelativistic limit of (55); using (20) { (22), we nd that the nonrelativistic limit for the spatial
component of (55) gives the Euler equation with a non-Abelian Lorentz force
@
t












where force is the pressure force coming from the potential V (and is therefore Abelian in nature), while non-Abelian



















It is seen that our non-Abelian uid moves eectively in a single direction specied by j = v. Nevertheless, it
experiences a non-Abelian Lorentz force. In the next subsection we present a generalization wherein the non-Abelian
uid develops several independent directions of motion.
C. Generalization
A generalization of our Lagrange density (45) that will give rise to several uid components carrying various
densities and moving with various velocities is obtained by choosing several directions in the Lie algebra, K
(s)
, and



























































(Sums over s are indicated explicitly; the summation convention does not apply.) Evidently the current which couples





























which will work provided that dierent K
(s)
commute (see Appendix A). Therefore, we choose the K
(s)
to belong to the Cartan subalgebra of the Lie algebra and

















) = 0 (64)











= 0 : (65)
Varying the individual j

(s)



























; : : : ; n
(r)
) (66)





































































































cannot be replaced by J

because the latter requires summing over s. Also the rst right-hand term in (68) does not vanish since (65) requires
summation over s.

























































































































A more transparent picture of what is happening is given if the dynamical potential separates
f(n
(1)

















Then the left side of (68) refers only to variables labeled s, while the right side may be rewritten with the help of (62)




























































9Thus in the addition to the Lorentz force, there are forces arising from the other channels s
0
6= s. Note that for













































but the divergence of individual T

(s)
does not vanish. This reects that energy is exchanged between the dierent
channels and with the gauge eld, as is also evident from the equation of motion (74). It is clear that this uid moves
with r dierent velocities v
(s)
.
The single-channel Euler equation (55) is expressed in terms of physically relevant quantities (currents, chromo-
magnetic elds); the many-channel equation (68) involves, additionally, the the gauge group element g. One may





















































] = 0 (77)
It is interesting that in this gauge the non-linear terms in F

disappear.
IV. NON-ABELIAN FLUIDS WITH A FIELD SUBSTRATUM
In the Abelian case, the Madelung parametrization (13) of the Schrodinger equation gives the conventional
nonrelativistic Euler equation, [even while the forces are derived from a potential that depends on density and
(unconventionally) on its derivatives] (see Section II). We are therefore led to examine a Madelung-like construction










We consider only the free, nonrelativistic case, and the \non-Abelian" structure resides solely in the fact that the  
is a multi-component object, transforming under some representation of a group. The color degrees of freedom also
























Of course, the singlet current
j

= (c; j) ;  =  
y






is also conserved. For deniteness and simplicity, we shall henceforth assume that the group is SU (2) and that the










=2. We shall also set the mass m and Planck's




where  is the scalar  
y
 , g is a group element, and u is a constant vector that points in a xed direction [e.g., for











=2]. The singlet density is , while the singlet current j is




rg u : (82)



























is in the adjoint representation of the group and the unit vector t
a

























) u ; (84)


































A dierence between the Madelung approach and the previous particle based one is that the color current is not

































Equation (88) shows that color current possesses components that are orthogonal to the singlet current.
In Appendix D we derive for the SU (2) case the decomposition of the Schrodinger equation with the parametrization







































It is further veried that the covariant conservation of the color current is enforced by both (1) and (91). However,
there is no Wong equation because the color current is not proportional to the conserved singlet current. Finally,































































Both parallel and orthogonal components of the velocity contribute to the energy density but only the parallel
component v contributes to the momentum density. It is clear that within the present approach the uid color ows
in every direction in the group space, but the mass density is carried by the unique velocity v. This is in contrast
to our previous approach where all motion is in a single direction (Section III B) or at most in the directions of the
Cartan elements of the Lie algebra (Section III C).
The dierence between the two approaches is best seen from a comparison of Lagrangians. For the color Schrodinger

































































On the other hand, the free part of the Lagrange density (45) in the nonrelativistic limit is
L
0


































































, which follows upon the variation of v, in the next-to-last equality above.
Thus the canonical 1-form is the same for both models while the dierence resides in the velocity dependence of their
respective Hamiltonians. Only the singlet v enters (98) while the Madelung construction uses the group vector v
a
.
Finally, note that while the Euler equation, which emerges when (91) and (92) are combined, intricately couples all
directions of the uid velocity v
a




, with v obeying the Abelian equations
that arise from (12)-(14).
V. DISCUSSION
In this paper, we have presented in Section III two distinct non-Abelian generalizations of ordinary particle based
Abelian uid dynamics. Both versions use a uid generalization of the Kirillov-Kostant form that naturally encodes
the algebra of charge densities (51), which is needed if the charge density is to be identied as the generator of
non-Abelian symmetry transformations. In Section III C we generalized the rst version, given in Section III B so
that the density is specied in terms of a set of Abelian densities equal in number to the rank r of the Lie algebra,
rather than a single density as in the rst version. Since the charge density at a point in the uid is an element of
the Lie algebra, diagonalization shows that an invariant specication must use r eigenvalues. Alternatively, we may
use the r Casimir invariants of 
a
at a point to characterize it. Therefore the appearance of r Abelian currents in




are replaced by the xed weights of a representation of the Lie algebra and lead to that representation upon
quantization.
The two versions also dier in the formula for the current. Our rst version, which is mathematically more concise,
gives the non-Abelian Eckart decomposition, (49), while the second version does not allow the factorization of the
current into a non-Abelian charge density and an Abelian velocity, rather it is a sum of such factorized expressions {
a generalized Eckart decomposition as in (50). The Eckart decomposition shows that we can choose a local Lorentz
frame for which a given uid element can be brought to rest. The charge density is then related to the charge carried
by this element. By contrast, in the second version, with a generalized Eckart decomposition, we see that even if we
choose a frame where one Lie algebra component of the velocity is zero, the other color velocities need not be. Thus
the latter applies to a situation where color separating ows can occur. Physically, it is not yet clear what kinematic
regimes of a quark-gluon plasma, for example, would admit or require such ows.
We note that the currents we have obtained are the non-Abelian analogues of the irrotational part of the Abelian
current, even though the vorticity is nonvanishing. The other components can be easily incorporated, if needed , by











































The nal uid equations remain unchanged.
We have also derived in Section IV a eld based uid mechanics by extending the Madelung construction to the
non-Abelian situation. Here the \Euler" equations are much less appealing because they involve velocities in all group
directions. We know of no compelling physical reason for preferring this eld based model over the particle based
one, even though in the Abelian case it coincides with the particle-based construction.
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APPENDIX A: VARIATIONS OF g



























where  is an arbitrary function on space-time. This will provide the needed results (1) and (30) for the single channel
situation as well as (64) and (65) for many channels.




























































































Inserting (A4) into the variation of I
0



























































































= 0 : (A7)


















































= 0 : (A9)
Next we consider the specic variation (A2) and separate the sum (A5) into the term s = s
0
and s 6= s
0
. After a















































































commute, i.e., when they belong to the
















= s this is constant, while for s
0
6= s it vanishes when




conserved, and (1) as well as (30) are validated.
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APPENDIX B: CHARGE DENSITY ALGEBRA
The portion of the Lagrange density (45) that determines the Poisson bracket is
L
canonical




























where the non-singular matrix C
a
b





























































The non-Abelian charge density 
a
is a function of (t; r) and for (51) we need the bracket with another density
evaluated at (t; r
0
). Since the dependence of c
a
b
on ' involves no spatial derivatives of ', it is clear that the brackets
will be local in r  r
0





















































































































































); when inserted in (B6) it produces a symmetric contribution














































































(t; r)Æ (r  r
0
) (B8)
APPENDIX C: MANIPULATING EQUATION (53)























































































When (A8) is used again, (C2) becomes the left side of (55).
APPENDIX D: NON-ABELIAN M

ADELUNG PARAMETRIZATION
































Next (D1) is premultiplied by u
y
































































































The imaginary part gives (91) while the real part is identically satised by virtue of (1) and (91).
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